STAYING ON TOP OF THINGS

The connect:cloud Basic Package

The connect:cloud Basic Package keeps you permanently informed about your entire vehicle fleet. You can monitor the operating hours of all industrial trucks and ascertain their current positions on company premises at any time. This enables you to efficiently plan their availability and actively prevent misuse.

THE BASIC PACKAGE IN OPERATION

Operating Hours
This function gives you an overview of the operating times of your entire vehicle fleet. The system records and stores the operating hours of every single industrial truck and calculates future service times on the basis of this data. This enables you to optimally plan truck utilization and availability and simultaneously prevent leased vehicles exceeding the agreed operating times.

Truck Mapping
Truck Mapping lets you determine where every vehicle in your fleet is currently located. The system records the GPS coordinates of industrial trucks and displays their current position on a map. As a result, you can follow all fleet movements in detail. This knowledge will help you to optimize journey times and simultaneously prevent misuse and theft.

AN OVERVIEW OF THE ADVANTAGES

— Safe and transparent administration of vehicle fleets
— Precise calculation of all operating hours
— Monitoring of the operating times of leased vehicles
— Optimal overview of availability and utilization
— Efficient planning of in-house material flow
— Active prevention of misuse and theft